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Learning Objectives





Learn cross-platform workflows using the Autodesk suite of tools to streamline
the data-management process
Learn how to implement the best practices for model linking and for collecting
construction data
Learn how to create a project-specific plan that ensures a valuable owner
deliverable
Understand how models and data collected/used throughout the construction
process can be capitalized on by building owners and facility managers

Description
To date, created and collected asset data has been siloed within its respective native
software, forcing users to extract information from each software and aggregate it to create
a custom electronic deliverable. This is a very time-consuming manual process with
inconsistent deliverables to owners. Cross-platform workflows in the Autodesk, Inc., suite
has enabled information to be passed from one software to the next, resulting in a moreaggregated, seamless deliverable. Class attendees will learn how to capitalize on the
Autodesk suite of products (Navisworks software, BIM 360 Glue software, BIM 360 Field
software, Building Ops software) to efficiently tie the intelligent model and collected asset
data together for better use and navigation of the closeout deliverable. We will highlight a
recently completed project that adopted Building Ops software as an asset management
tool, gaining efficiency in the facility management process. This session features Building
Ops, BIM 360 Field, and BIM 360 Glue. AIA Approved
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Your AU Experts

Shannon Lightfoot
VDC Manager
As McCarthy’s VDC Manager, Shannon is responsible for management and implementation of
McCarthy’s Virtual Design and Construction (VDC) process for projects within the Southeast
Division. Shannon manages the VDC process, becoming an integrated member of the project
team and making sure team members' models and deliverables meet specific requirements. In
addition, Shannon focuses on the development of a project specific VDC strategy, field
personnel training, BIM execution, and research & development of new BIM technology.
Shannon is a practical leader with the ability to direct project teams in planning, integrating, and
executing VDC practices in all project phases.

Jeff Neal
Field Solutions Manager
Jeff supports McCarthy as an internal consultant driving productivity, efficiency and change
throughout the organization. Jeff provides support to field project staff and functional department
to solve problems, and work with business areas to implement changes/solutions. As part of
Jeff’s role he researches new technologies/trends affecting the construction industry, both
internally and externally to provide guidance on how the company should respond to the rapidly
changing technology landscape. Jeff works as part of a team that systematic
evaluates/assessing ideas, identifying and overseeing pilot opportunities (i.e. ROI studies), and
pushing solutions forward as large scale, value-add implementations for the company.
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BIM & FM Statistics
According to an article from McGraw Hill Construction, the use of facility maintenance and
operations/long-term management, is ranked among the top single greatest benefits of BIM for
Owners.

This is an interesting statistic because BIM has always had a huge impact/ROI in the design
and construction applications (and will continue to for the foreseeable future), but it shows that
the benefits of BIM are trending up when it comes to the Owners and users of the facility.

Furthermore, the forecast for value of BIM
for facilities management and operations is
showing a dramatic increase in the next
3 - 5 years.
“Now that owners everywhere are
increasingly becoming more directly
involved with BIM, their power is even
greater to align BIM use with their specific
goals, engage more effectively with all
stakeholders and extend the value of BIM
beyond construction into facility management.”
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A NIST study shows that inadequate information costs facility maintenance $6.9 billion in the
U.S. capital facilities industry
Cost Analysis of Inadequate Interoperability….,
National Institute of Standards and Technology
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Case Study – Project Info
The opportunity to pilot Building Ops on a real project, presented itself when we got awarded a
new 3-story expansion for a client we have worked with in previous years. This new state of the
art research facility is connected to an existing facility that we completed back in 2001.
Being familiar with this client made the approach to project delivery strategy a little easier. We
take some lessoned learned from the past project and applied to this new expansion. One of
the things that stood out most for our client was the closeout and handover process. Their main
goal was to get people into the facility and working on Day 1. Now from the construction
completion and occupancy side on things, this was not an issue, however, there were road
blocks encountered with maintaining the facility after the delivery of O&M information and asbuilt drawings. The owners’ rep and facility team expressed their concern of the traditional
handover process and the length of time it takes to sift through all the info, integrate it into their
system and QC it to make sure everything is still current, all while the facility in operational.
This process takes months to complete and they needed a better solution.
We meet with the facility team early in the project to discuss specific goals for project closeout
and handover. We had an approach called “Planning with the end in mind”, meaning we
wanted to develop a plan to meet the end goals, while incorporating best practices for an
efficient process.
We identified areas in their Facility Management workflow that we could leverage to make the
process more streamlined. We found that the client had been utilizing an existing CMMS system
for their facility management process. Even though this sounded like the perfect opportunity for
and integrated solution, the decision was made to develop a solution outside of the CMMS
platform. Looking at the scope of the project and some of our standard processes with BIM 360
Field, we felt we could leverage the information collected here combined with Autodesk Building
Ops to deliver a usable solution for the client facility management needs.

Project Planning
Great project planning is one of the areas that makes all the difference in the outcome of a
project. The most important piece in delivering this project successfully was to create a BIM
execution plan that included the project closeout deliverables and process involved.
Traditionally BIM Execution plans are focused heavily on the Design and Construction aspects
of the project. While this was still a large part of the plan, the main focus this time around was
to integrate the facility management handover process.
When creating this plan we had to take many things into consideration like, identifying the
equipment to collected data for, define data standards and data requirements needed, model
and object naming protocols, the data collection process, schedule and timing for the data
syncing between platforms, and the process of barcoding the equipment. Each of these items
had to flow well with the others for the process to go off without a hitch, not to mention the
involvement of the trade contractors.
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Equipment and Data Standards
It was essential to determine what assets were required to be tagged and information collected
for. This included major equipment: Air handling units, VAV boxes, Electrical generators,
switchgear, transformers, large lab equipment, recirculating pumps; and smaller concealed
equipment: electrical distribution panels, and VAV boxes.
A naming protocol was established in order ensure we could identify and distinguish assets from
one another. The MEP schedules located in the contract documents served as the method for
identifying and naming the equipment appropriately.
In addition to the naming and tagging of the equipment, the 3D model would serve as a visual
reference check for the Facility managers for locating these assets. In order to get the model
integrated properly the equipment names need to be included in the model as they were being
created by the trade contractors. This workflow proved to be the most critical to get established
early in the process.

What is Autodesk Building Ops?

Autodesk Building Ops is a mobile-first asset and maintenance management solution that
enables general contractors and building owners to realize the value of BIM in building
operations. General contractors transform the handover process by connecting BIM asset data
created during building design and construction to building operations. Owners begin operations
on day one, with a mobile-first solution and the information they need.
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Data Management Workflow
This workflow included utilizing a variety of software with embedded data that had to be
extracted and linked to other software for use in the Building Ops application. The steps below
will walk you through the process it took to achieve this.

Step 1 - Getting the equipment tag number in the model
There were a couple of methods used to get the information into the native model. Based on
what software the detailer was using, the information could be simply typed into the properties
of an existing parameter or a custom data field had to be create for each piece of equipment.
AutoCAD MEP and Revit were both used in creating the models and recording the required tag
numbers on the object.
We noticed that when a custom data field was created in AutoCAD MEP, we got results that
were not distinguishing enough to use for mapping into BIM 360 Field (See image below). We
decided that “Item Number” was going to be the field that would contain the proper identification
of the equipment. Each trade contractor was responsible for inputting the model number in the
native software as the model was being created.
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Step 2 - Get the equipment objects into BIM 360 Field
BIM 360 Glue was used as our coordination and collaboration platform. Once coordination was
complete, the models were opened in Navisworks from the 360 Glue plugin, to prep them for
integration in 360 Field.

Once opened in Navisworks, the idea is to consolidate the equipment into categories or groups
to make mapping of the equipment to 360 Field much easier and more concise. To do this we
created selection sets. If you have a large number of assets you are trying to group, “Search
Sets” are another option, which allows you to search for a commonality in the equipment and
group them from there.
The selection sets methods gave us the flexibility to group any piece of equipment by just
selecting it. This reduced the chance of missing an object that may not have been named
correctly.
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Step 3 - Save a local copy of the model(s)
This will save the model and package it with the added selection or search sets. Along with the
equipment sets, this will save any other customized setting in the model.
Note: Be sure to save an NWF along with your NWD, in case there are changes that need to be made to
the equipment sets or the model.

Step 4 - Upload the newly saved NWD file to BIM 360 Glue.
Navigate to the “Models” tab. Select “Upload Models”, and drap and drop NWD file(s) in the
dialog box or browse to the location and select the model(s).
Note: I created a “Equipment Mapping Models” folder under the Models tab to keep all the models in
place.
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Step 5 – Share with BIM 360 Field
Open the model in BIM 360 Glue. Navigate to and click on the “Models” tile on the right side.
Under the options drop-down menu click “Share with Field”. A dialog box will appear. Click
“Yes” to share it with your Field projects.

Step 6 – Add model(s) to BIM 360 Field
In your Field project, navigate to the Project Admin section under your initials in the top righthand corner of the page. Click on the Equipment icon on the left side. Select “+ Add model
from BIM 360 Glue”. In the dialog box that appears, select the appropriate Glue project that
your model is coming from, then select the model you want to add from the list below.
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Step 6 – Equipment Mapping
Once uploaded, hover over the model image and select “Manage Equipment Mapping”. This
shows the equipment sets that were created in the other applications. The icon next to the
equipment set indicates what program the equipment set a created in.

Check one or more of the equipment set to map, and click Next.
Select a Mapping Mode.
Note: We choose Advanced, because it gives you more freedom to choose specific properties to map.
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Map the model properties on the left to the specific Field equipment properties on the right.
Note: We chose “GUID” the unique identifier and mapped Item Number, which contains the equipment
number, to the “Tag Number” field

Once all the equipment is mapped, the items will show up in the Equipment section.
Note: The best way to tell if the models have been linked properly, is to look in the “Model” column. This
column will show the name of the NWD that that equipment item is linked to.
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Step 7 – Barcodes
Avery Design and Print Online was used to create the barcodes for the equipment. This online
tool is free and easy to use. It also has a feature that allows you to upload a spreadsheet of all
your barcode names and it will generate the QR code automatically. There are also other
options to customize the bar code if needed.
Once the barcodes were created, the sheets were printed at the jobsite to be placed on the
equipment by our field engineers once the equipment arrived on site.
We chose to use a Heavy Duty laminated sticker to prevent any damage or smudges to the
barcode or text.
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Step 8 – Populate equipment items
There are a couple of ways to populate the data for the equipment records. The first method is
via the BIM 360 field desktop or mobile app. This method was most efficient to use in the field
when the equipment was just installed. The second method is to export the records to an excel
spreadsheet to do mass updates at one time. The approach was good when you need to
populate data for more than one record at a time saving a lot of manual entry time.
Note: When re-importing the updated excel spreadsheet back into BIM 360 Field, be sure that the
“B3F ID” column has not changed. This is how Field associates the equipment records to the excel sheet
and updates the Field with the new data in lieu of creating a new record.
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Step 9 – Export to Building Ops
Under the More Actions drop down select “Export to Building Ops”.

Open the Autodesk Building Ops web portal. Navigate to and click on the “building” tile.
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Copy the “Revit and BIM 360 Field export code” that’s auto generated in the top right corner.

Paste the code in the box in BIM 360 Field and click done.
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Click the Export button and you’re done.

In the Building Ops web portal, you should notice all of you equipment records have been
transferred over from BIM 360 Field.
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Note: When bringing over attachments to Building Ops (ex: submittals, O & M’s, product
sheets), it’s best to upload the documents directly to Building Ops. In the web portal, you have
the ability to upload documents to multiple equipment records at once. For example, if you have
100 VAV boxes that have the same product data attachments, you can select them all and
upload the documents simultaneously instead of one at a time. This tremendously speeds up
the process.

References and helpful links
The below link take you to a page that has a number of helpful tutorials and tips for from getting
started with you first Building Ops project to how to get data out of Revit.
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/building-ops?sort=score#%3Fsort=score
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